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Abstract
This study examines the role of risk orientation in shaping individual-level student
support for graduate student unionization. Risk orientation is a powerful mover of
political attitudes, as it is comprised of both a stable, dispositional dimension as well as
a malleable dimension that is responsive to policy frames (i.e. frames of gains versus
losses). I hypothesize that (i) risk aversion will increase student support for graduate
student unions, and (ii) the dispositional and situational dimension of risk orientation
interact to shape attitudes toward unionization. I find limited support for these
expectations using an online survey experiment conducted in September 2018.
Individuals already prone to (dispositional) risk aversion are highly receptive to policy
frames and readily adjust their support for unionization; whereas the dispositionally
risk acceptant are significantly less receptive to policy frames.
Keywords: Unionization, public opinion, risk orientation, personality, experiment
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With multiple waves of movement among graduate students in public and private
universities calling for unionization in recent years, graduate student unionization has
become one of the most salient and vibrant issues within the U.S. higher education
system, as well as national and local politics. As of August 2018, there were 33 student
employee unions in the United States, with dozens more potential organizations
scheduled for a vote by the end of 2019 (Coalition of Graduate Employee Unions 2018). 1
While most formations occurred prior to 2000, there has been a recent resurgence of
student interest in unionization.
In the U.S., union strength is strongly linked to higher middle class incomes and
lower income inequality (Lin and Tomaskovic-Devey 2013; Western and Rosenfield
2011). However, fears persist that unions simultaneously protect mediocre workers and
discourage personal initiative (Moe 2011). Furthermore, in states with strong party
machines, union leaders have, on occasion, been implicated in corruption (Greenhouse
2008; Hutchinson 1957; 1969). Americans are generally supportive of unions, with
approval hovering around 60% (Swift 2017); though, since the 1960s, there has been a
long-term trend of decreasing faith in the ability of unions to protect workers.
Importantly, most Americans also expect unions to become weaker and less influential
in the future (Gonyea 2017). Such beliefs are not unfounded; nationwide union
membership in the U.S. has been steadily falling for over 50 years (Bui 2015).
Despite public pessimism about the future of unions in the U.S. and concerns
over their contemporary efficacy, there is one arena in particular in which unions not
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The University of Wisconsin-Madison was the first to see its graduate students unionize in 1969.
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only remain strong but also are growing in influence – that is, among America’s student
population (Benderly 2018).
The formation of graduate student unions is part of a much larger literature on
public support for unionization. Traditionally, support for unions in the U.S. is largely
seen as a function of party ID and ideology, with Democrats and liberals tending to
support unions and Republicans and conservatives tending to oppose them (Kochan
1979; Swift 2017). Recently, however, scholars have begun to explore how dimensions of
an individual’s personality can shape his or her policy attitudes, independent of ideology
or partisanship (Clemons, Peterson, and Palmer 2016; Kam and Simas 2010; Ehrlich
and Maestas 2010; Grable 2000). This new approach is important because, unlike
partisanship or ideology, there are dimensions of personality that are malleable by the
social and political environment (Ehrlich and Maestas 2010; Milita, Bunch, and
Yegenah 2018). Thus, a key component to understanding public attitudes toward policy
is understanding how factors in the environment interact with personality to shape
beliefs.
One of the most important dimensions of personality that has been found to
strongly influence policy attitudes is risk orientation. Risk orientation refers to how
comfortable an individual is taking risks, and can range from highly risk acceptant to
highly risk averse (Maestas and Pollock 2010). Perhaps the most powerful aspect of risk
orientation is that it has both a stable, dispositional dimension as well as a dynamic,
malleable dimension that is responsive to whether an issue is framed in gains versus
losses (Meertens and Lion 2008; Quattrone and Tversky 1988).
I argue that an individual’s risk orientation strongly shapes his or her support for
unionization. More importantly, I believe that an individual’s risk orientation may
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interact with the way in which the question of unionization is framed; namely, whether
graduate student unionization is framed in terms of potential gains or losses. Risk
aversion is associated with a preference for minimizing uncertainty, while risk acceptant
individuals tend to tolerate risk and uncertainty relatively well (Ehrlich and Maestas
2010; Milita, Bunch, and Yegenah 2018). The labors of unions often reduce worker
uncertainty, surrounding job security, wages, or discrimination. Thus, risk aversion
should be strongly related to support for unionization, while risk acceptance should be
related to reduced support.
I test these expectations using a survey experiment conducted online during
September 2018 at two public universities located in the American Midwest and the
South that were preparing for a formal vote on graduate student unionization in October
2018 (several weeks after the survey was conducted). A total of 621 individuals
completed the study. I find strong evidence that individuals already prone to
(dispositional) risk aversion are highly receptive to gains frames and readily increase
their support for unionization.

AMERICAN SUPPORT FOR UNIONIZATION
Since the first scientific polls on attitudes toward unions began in the late 1930s, public
support peaked in the mid 1950s with approximately 75% of Americans saying that they
approve of labor unions. Most academic attention paid to American support for
unionization occurred between 1960 and 1980, when public support for unions began to
deteriorate (Farber and Saks 1980; Fiorito and Greer 1982; Schriesheim 1978). This
eroding support for unions has largely been attributed to the rapid decline in
productivity and real wage growth combined with the shifting of major industries to the
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“sunbelt,” whereby the public began to view unions as a liability to their employment,
curiously at perhaps the time when unions were needed the most (Fiorito and Greer
1982).
Today, only about one in eight Americans belongs to a union (Saad 2015).
Support for unionization made a modest recovery during the economic boom of the
1990s and early 2000s. However, during the Great Recession that began in 2007,
Americans’ support underwent a sharp decline, reaching an all-time low in 2009 (with
only about 48% of Americans expressing approval of unions) (Saad 2015). Even though
support has gradually recovered over time, closely in tandem with recovery of the U.S.
economy, a majority (53%) of Americans continue to believe that the future power of
unions will weaken (Saad 2015).
To date, the dominant explanation for union support is closely linked to
individual ideology and party affiliation (Masters and Zardkoohi 1988; Swift 2017). In
2018, 60% of individuals that identified as Democrat wanted to see unions gain more
political power, while only 36% of Independents and 22% of Republicans felt the same
way (Saad 2018). Similarly, 80% of Democrats approve of labor unions, while only 45%
of Republicans do. 2 For those identifying as liberals, support for unions is often closely
linked to identity politics (Kochan 1979).
Support for industry unionization is also viewed as a function of one’s economic
satisfaction or security (Schriesheim 1978). There are several key conflicting findings in
past works. On the surface, it appears that hard economic times (e.g. the Great
Recession of the late 2000s) lead people to disapprove of unions, fearing that unions
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chase away businesses and jobs (Saad 2015). Curiously, scholars have shown that even
though most Americans believe that unions are generally effective in bringing about
better working conditions, they are reluctant to express support for unionizing
themselves (Deshpande and Fiorito 1989). Yet, in an early individual-level study on
support for unionization, Farber and Saks (1980) find that:
…the perceived advantage of unionization is inversely related to the individual's
position in the intrafirm earnings distribution. Second, explicitly measured
perceptions of the impact of unionization on the nonwage aspects of the job are
important determinants of the vote. Third, concern for the impact of unionization
on job security is an important aspect of the unionization decision. Finally, it was
found that after controlling for the effects of unionization on various aspects of
the employment relationship, blacks are more likely and older workers are less
likely to vote for unionization (349).
Only recently has research begun to examine psychological factors that shape
attitudes towards unionization in depth. For instance, Schmidt (1993) finds that media
coverage of union activities strongly influences the extent to which people express
support for unions; namely, Schmidt finds that when unions obtain media coverage, it is
typically reports on the occurrence or frequency of strikes, which by and large result in
the development of negative sentiment toward unions for those lack immediate group
attachment to unions (i.e. membership in a union themselves or membership of a family
member or friend).
In this project, I argue that perhaps some of these conflicting findings about the
conditions under which people express support for unionization may be at least partly
attributable to the relative lack of coverage over how individual-level dimensions of
personality interact with policy frames to shape support for unions. That is, perhaps
there is more to understanding attitudes toward unions than simply examining objective
economic indicators or one’s partisanship/ideology.
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PERSONALITY AND PUBLIC OPINIONS
In recent decades, personality has increasingly become relevant to the public opinion
(Mondak and Hibbing 2016; Schoen 2007). The influence of personality in shaping
public opinion is widely recognized across subfields, ranging from domestic politics to
foreign policy. For instance, studies have suggested that two of the Big Five personality
traits, openness to experience and conscientiousness, are stable predictors of
authoritarian tendencies (Chen and Palmer 2018). Similarly, personality has also been
shown to interact with the political environment to shape participation and civic
engagement (Gerber et al. 2010; Mondak et al. 2010).
Risk orientation, which refers to how comfortable an individual is taking risks, is
among the personality domains that strongly influence public opinion. In theory, risk
orientation is a construct that represents an individual’s affective response to risk or
uncertainty, independent of the external environment; and individuals can range from
extremely risk averse to extremely risk acceptant (Maestas and Pollock 2010).
Moreover, recent studies have found that risk orientation undercuts an individual’s
susceptibility to the influence of the external environment, such as framing effects (Kam
and Simas 2010).
The psychological origin of risk orientation is extremely complex (Zuckerman
2004). More importantly, a wide range of literature in social and behavioral sciences
have established relations between risk orientation and individual level characteristics,
such as personality traits, genetic factors, and gender (Gardner and Gould 1989; Sjöberg
1997). Risk acceptance is strongly linked to several Big Five personality traits. In
particular, studies have shown that low agreeableness, low openness to experience, and
high extraversion are associated with being comfortable taking risks (Miller 2004;
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Eysenck and Abdel-Khalek 1992). Risk acceptant individuals tend to score low on
neuroticism and conscientiousness (Nicholson et al. 2005; Sjöberg and Wåhlberg
2002). 3
Studies have suggested that impulsive sensation seeking is strongly related to risk
acceptance and predicts risky behaviors, such as risky sexual activities, dangerous
driving, heavy drinking, and social or criminal deviances (Zuckerman 2005;
Rosenbloom 2003a; 2003b; Zuckerman and Kuhlman 2000; Horvath and Zuckerman
1993). Furthermore, sensation seeking is strongly related to genetic and physiological
factors, such as monoamine oxidase and hormones (Zuckerman and Cloninger 1996;
Zuckerman 1996; Daitzman and Zuckerman 1980; Zuckerman, Buchsbaum, and
Murphy 1980). Furthermore, gender is also strongly correlated with risk orientation.
Women are found to be innately more risk averse than men, in terms of both risk-taking
behaviors (Charness and Gneezy 2012; McDaniel and Zuckerman 2003; Byrnes, Miller,
and Schafer 1999; Zuckerman, Ball, and Black 1990) and risk perception (Kung and
Chen 2012; Finucane, Slovic, Mertz, Flynn, and Satterfield 2000; Slovic 1997).
In addition to the stable, dispositional dimension of risk orientation, scholars
have noted that there is also a malleable dimension that is responsive to how policy
information is framed; that is, a dimension in which individuals can be temporarily
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personality—the Alternative Five; such an alternative model is constructed based on certain
psychobiological foundations of individual differences and recognizes impulsive sensation seeking,
neuroticism-anxiety, aggression-hostility, sociability-extraversion, and activity as the alternative five
traits (Zuckerman et al. 1993).
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made to behave in a manner that is more risk averse or risk acceptant than their
dispositional baseline.
Traditionally, the situational dimension of risk orientation is investigated
independently as a framing effect. The most often cited framing effect is associated with
prospect theory, which argues that people estimate expected utility of a policy based on
a relative reference point, rather than an absolute outcome (Tversky and Kahneman
1974). As such, when individuals are given a gains frame or a loss frame with logically
equivalent outcomes, they tend to behave in a risk averse manner with respect to the
gains frame and risk acceptant with respect to the losses frame (Tversky and Kahneman
1981; Quattrone and Tversky 1984; 1988).
However, it is only recently that researchers have begun to take into account how
the dispositional and situational dimensions of risk orientation interact to shape an
individual’s political attitudes. Ehrlich and Maestas (2010) found that risk orientation
moderates the relation between policy framing and political attitudes. In particular, risk
averse individuals are more receptive to loss frames and thus, heavily weight
information about potential losses when making decisions; in contrast, risk acceptant
individuals are more receptive to gains frames and thus, give extra weight to
information pertaining to likely gains when making policy decisions. These findings are
consistent with the affect heuristic model concerning the cognitive judgment of benefits
and risks; it argues that information about benefit and risk (e.g., the framing) may
increase the global affective evaluation (e.g., risk orientation), which consequently
adjusts an individual’s inferences about risk and benefit (e.g., public opinions) to reflect
the information input (Slovic et al. 2004; Finucane et al. 2000).
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HOW RISK ORIENTATION SHAPES ATTITUDES TOWARD UNITIZATION
Risk averse individuals prefer certain outcomes over probabilistic ones (Kahneman and
Tversky 1979; Quattrone and Tversky 1988). They seek to minimize uncertainty,
whether it be uncertainty over job security, wages, or discrimination. In this case,
unions work to alleviate perceptions of risk exposure, which effectively reduces
employment-oriented uncertainty. Thus, all else being equal, I expect risk aversion to
increase support for unionization. In contrast, risk acceptance is associated with a
relatively high tolerance for uncertainty (Ehrlich and Maestas 2010; Milita, Bunch, and
Yegenah 2018). Thus, these individuals should be less inclined to support unionization,
as they are likely to view unions as unnecessary institutions that reduce their annual
salaries via membership dues. Traditionally, risk orientation is thought to be a stable
personality trait that is readily measured simply by asking individuals about the extent
to which they are comfortable taking risks (Maestas and Pollock 2010).
Risk orientation, however, has a second dimension that is situational and readily
manipulated by how received information is framed (Ehrlich and Maestas 2010; Kam
and Simas 2010). Individuals are risk averse with respective to potential gains and risk
acceptant with regard to prospective losses (Kahneman and Tversky 1979). Thus, a risk
averse or risk acceptant mindset can be situationally induced by policy frames.
Broadly, we know that risk orientation influences the extent to which people are
receptive to information regarding potential gains and losses (Ehrlich and Maestas
2010). Risk aversion is associated with high receptivity to information about prospective
losses, and risk acceptant individuals are attuned to potential gains. Lavine, Lodge, and
Freitas (2005) argue that “situational forces activate corresponding personality
dispositions…rendering them temporarily salient” (222). Individuals’ preexisting
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predispositions, such as whether they are risk averse or risk acceptant, influence the
persuasiveness of one frame relative to another (Ehrlich and Maestas 2010; Sniderman
and Theriault 2004).
Moreover, I argue that policy frames can augment or undermine innate
dispositional risk orientation. Because a frame shapes how individuals perceive policy
questions, when there is a conflict between a frame and an individual’s disposition (e.g.
a gains frame with a risk acceptant individual), I argue that the policy frame may negate
the influence of the disposition. In contrast, when a policy frame is congruent with
dispositional risk orientation (e.g. a gains frame with a risk averse individual), the frame
should augment the effect of the disposition.
Hypothesis 1: Risk averse individuals will increase their support for
unionization after being presented with a gains frame.
Hypothesis 2: Risk acceptant individuals will decrease their support for
unionization after being presented with a losses frame.
Hypothesis 3: Among risk averse individuals, receiving a losses oriented policy
frame will make no difference in the level of support for unionization.
Hypothesis 4: Among risk acceptant individuals, receiving a gains oriented
policy frame will make no difference in the level of support for unionization.
In sum, Table 1 presents my four expectations. The table shows that when dispositional
and situational risk orientation align (i.e. are both risk averse or both risk acceptant),
that the effect of each on support for unionization will be augmented, whereby risk
aversion is associated with increased support and risk acceptant is associated with
decreased support. However, when dispositional and situational risk orientation do not
align (i.e. a risk averse individual receives a losses frame or a risk acceptant individual
receives a gains frame), their effect on support for unionization may wash out.
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Table 1. Expected Effect of Dispositional and Situational Risk Orientation
on Support for Unionization

Risk Averse

Gains Frame

Losses Frame

Receptive to information -

n.s. (H3)

Increased Support (H1)
Receptive to information Risk Acceptant

n.s. (H4)

Reduced Support (H2)

DATA AND METHODS
To test my expectations, I use an online survey experiment. The survey was conducted
over a two week period between September and October 2018. Students were drawn
from two public universities located in the American Midwest and the South. In total,
621 individuals completed the survey. In exchange for participation, students were
offered extra credit in one of their undergraduate or graduate courses. Table 2 presents
the descriptive statistics for respondents. The sample is majority women, mostly
Democrat, and white, with a relatively high median income.
Table 2. Descriptive Statistics for Survey Respondents
% Women

61.16%

% Democrat/% Republican

49.69% / 26.63 %

% White/% Black/% Hispanic

71.36% / 10.22% / 10.84%

Median income

$80,000 - $89,999

N

621
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Measuring Support for Graduate Student Unionization
The dependent variable, support for graduate student unionization, is measured using a
two-step process. First, prior to encountering the treatment, respondents are asked to
evaluate the desirability of graduate students at their university forming a union.
Individuals are given a feeling thermometer and asked to rate their attitudes toward the
proposal. Responses can range from “0,” indicating that the individual feels very
unfavorably toward unionization to “100,” indicating that the respondent feels very
favorably toward the idea. Second, immediately after receiving either a gains or loss
oriented treatment, individuals are asked to reevaluate the idea of graduate students at
their school unionizing using the same 0-100 scale. 4 I subtract the pre-treatment scores
from the post-treatment score to obtain an evaluation differential, which serves as the
dependent variable.
Figure 1 shows the pre and post treatment evaluations. On average, evaluations
were relatively stable; for about 45% of respondents, feelings toward graduate student
unionization were unchanged. However, we do see some responsiveness to the
treatments for most individuals in the study.
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Notably, there are a number of distractor questions standing between the pre-treatment and post-

treatment evaluations. The full survey is available in the Appendix.
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Figure 1. Pre and Post Treatment Evaluations of Unionization Measuring
the Independent Variables
I operationalize the two dimensions of risk orientation. To measure the stable,
dispositional dimension, I ask individuals to rate how comfortable they are taking risks
in everyday life using a seven-point single-item question developed by Maestas and
Pollock (2010). This question is presented to respondents at the beginning of the survey,
prior any treatments. To capture the malleable dimension, I construct a series of four
short vignettes. Each individual is randomly assigned one of the four treatments. Table
1 presents the four possible frames.
I expect that individuals will orient themselves toward risk aversion when
presented with a gains frame and toward risk acceptance when presented with a loss
frame (Kahneman and Tversky 1979; Kam and Simas 2010). Each gains/loss frame is
designed to be nearly identical save for a key piece of information that frames the
benefits and costs of unions in terms of a potential gain or a potential loss. Because I
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hypothesize a conditional relationship between dispositional risk orientation and the
gain or loss frame each individual receives, I include the interactive product as well as
the two constituent terms. Table 3 presents the four possible experimental treatments.
Table 3. Experimental Risk Orientation Treatments
Gains Frame

Losses Frame

Recently, there have been calls among
graduate students at <Student’s University> to
unionize. Union members retain between
94%-98% of their salary after paying
membership dues and receive potential union
benefits and protections.
Recently, there have been calls among
graduate students at <Student’s University> to
unionize. However, studies have suggested that
on average, about 80% of union members are
satisfied with outcomes associated with
unionization.

Recently, there have been calls among
graduate students at <Student’s University> to
unionize. Union members spend between 2%6% of their salary in membership dues in
exchange for potential union benefits and
protections.
Recently, there have been calls among
graduate students at <Student’s University> to
unionize. However, studies have suggested that
on average, about 20% union members are
dissatisfied with outcomes associated with
unionization.

Control Variables
I include three primary control variables in several of the models. First, I include an
individual’s party identification. I create two binary variables to denote whether each
individual is a Democrat or Republican (relative to being an independent or third party
member). In general, Democrats tend to view unions more favorably than Republicans
(Dark 1999). I also hold a respondent’s race constant. I create three dummy variables
denoting whether an individual says that they are white, Black, or Hispanic, relative to
all other possible categories. Traditionally, whites have benefited from well-paying
industrial and manufacturing jobs that belong to organized labor, whereas Black
individuals have been less likely to support unionization (Farber and Saks 1980; Kochan
1979). Thus, I expect that they may feel warmer toward the idea of graduate student
unionization. And finally, I control for an individual’s family income. Wealthier
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individuals may not typically appreciate the protections that unions purportedly provide
(Western and Rosenfield 2011). I measure family income using a 12-point ordinal scale
that moves in increments of $10,000, ranging from a minimum score of “1,” denoting a
family income of less than $10,000 to “12,” indicating an income of more than
$150,000.

RESULTS
First, I examine the efficacy of the experimental treatments using a series of difference
of means tests. Next, I use an ordinary least squares regression to test Hypotheses 1-4,
where I argue that dispositional risk orientation interacts with the type of frame (gains
versus loss) each respondent receives. While exploring this relationship, I control for
partisanship, gender, and family income.
Table 4 presents the results from three difference of means tests, intended to
evaluate the effectiveness of the experimental gains versus losses treatment and to
assess the initial influence of risk orientation on support for unionization. When we
compare the change in union support for the 306 given a gains frame to the 315 people
that were given a losses frame, we see that those receiving the losses frame were
significantly less supportive of unionization. Further the difference of means (-4.462) is
statistically significant, indicating that the experimental policy frames did lead some
individuals to change their attitudes toward unions. We see similar results when we
examine the two types of gains/losses frames separately (i.e. salary lost/retained versus
percent satisfied/dissatisfied with results of unionization).
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Table 4. Difference of Means Test for Experimental Treatments
Gains Frame (All)
Yes
No
Difference
Gains Frame (Salary)
Yes
No
Difference
Gains Frame (Satisfied)
Yes
No
Difference

Mean (∆ Eval)
.889
-3.473*
-4.462*

95% CI
(-.493, 2.271)
(-4.873, -2.073)
(-6.326, -2.398)

N
306
315
621

.113
-4.277*
-4.390*

(-2.073, 2.300)
(-6.533, -2.022)
(-7.519, -1.262)

159
155
314

1.728*
-2.694*
-4.422*

(.073, .630)
(-4.390, -.998)
(-1.783, -2.054)

147
160
307
* p <.05 (one-tailed test)

On average, receiving a gains frame is associated with increased support for
graduate student unionization. And receiving a losses frame is linked to decreased
support. These findings are broadly supportive of my key theoretical expectations.
However, the four hypotheses specify that the effect of the policy frame is conditional on
an individual’s preexisting risk orientation. To test these hypotheses, I use an OLS
regression and interact dispositional risk orientation with the policy frame (i.e. whether
the frame was gains or losses oriented). The results are presented in Table 5.
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Table 5. The Effect of Risk Orientation on Attitudes Toward Unionization

DV: Change in Support for
Unionization

(1)

(2)

Gains Frame

2.019 (1.987)

2.117 (2.010)

Dispositional Risk Aversion

-.044 (.496)

-.259 (.504)

Gains Frame*Dispositional
Risk Aversion

1.033* (.727)

1.041* (.722)

Female

-

1.456* (1.212)

Democrat

-

1.245 (1.318)

Republican

-

.699 (1.425)

White

-

-4.321* (3.088)

Black

-

-4.846* (3.087)

Hispanic

-

-6.145* (3.499)

Family Income

-

.074 (.188)

-3.371* (1.386)

-.853 (3.513)

N

621

619

R-squared

.035

.048

F Statistic

7.740*

2.950*

Constant

Note: Cell entries are OLS coefficients with robust standard errors in parentheses.
** denotes p < .05, * denotes p < .10 (one tailed test)

Across both models in Table 5, the product term, which posits an interaction
between dispositional risk orientation and the policy frame, is statistically significant.
We also see that women are more likely to support unionization. And individuals that
are white, Black or Hispanic are less likely to express support relative to the remaining
categories, which includes individuals identifying as Asian, more than one race, and
those that refused to disclose their race. To evaluate my four hypotheses, I simulate four
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quantities of interest: high risk aversion with a gains frame (H1), high risk acceptance
with a losses frame (H2), high risk aversion with a losses frame (H3), and high risk
acceptance with a gains frame (H4). Table 6 presents the expected values of the
dependent variable (change in support for unionization) in each of these four
conditions.
Table 6. Risk Orientation, Policy Frames, and Change in Unionization
Support
DV: Δ Unionization Support
Gains Frame
Risk Aversion
4.073* (.012, 8.140)
Risk Acceptance
-.911 (-3.638, 1.808)

Losses Frame
-4.410* (-8.340, -.405)
-2.973 (-5.708, .029)

Note: Cell entries are expected values with 95% CI in parentheses. Expected values represent
the change in support for unionization. Positive values indicate opinion becoming more
positive, while negative values indicate opinion becoming less supportive.

Broadly, there is support for two of the four hypotheses. Hypothesis 1 predicted
that risk averse individuals given a gains frame would become more supportive of
unionization. Individuals in this category increase their support for unionization by
4.073, which is consistent with H1. Thus, there is initial evidence that when policy
frames are consistent with individuals’ dispositional risk orientation. There is only
limited support for Hypothesis 2. While the expected value for risk acceptant individuals
given a losses frame is correctly signed (negative), it is not statistically significant at the
.05 level. Similarly, Hypothesis 3 predicted that when risk averse individuals were given
a frame that was inconsistent with their disposition, that the effect of the disposition
and the frame would largely cancel each other out. However, risk averse individuals
given a losses frame reduce their support for unionization by 4.410.
Finally, Hypothesis 3 also posited a null effect, whereby risk acceptant
individuals given a gains frame should not significantly change their support for
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unionization. H3 is supported by the expected value of -.911, which is statistically
insignificant. Thus, there is limited evidence that when individuals are given policy
frames that are inconsistent with their disposition, the effect of each factor is
undermined.
Curiously, it appears that risk averse individuals are highly receptive to policy
frames pertaining to unionization, while risk acceptant individuals are not. Figure 2
shows the marginal effects of receiving a gains frame (relative to a losses frame) across
each possible value of risk aversion. The efficacy of the policy frame is contingent on the
extent to which an individual is risk averse. For risk acceptant individuals, it does not

-5

Marginal Effect (Gains Frame)
0
5
10
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appear to matter whether one was given a gains or losses frame.

0

1

Risk Acceptance

2

3

4

5

6
Risk Aversion

Figure 2. Marginal Effect of Receiving a Gains Frame on Unionization
Support (95% CI)
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Similarly in Figure 3, we see the marginal effect of a one unit increase in risk
aversion across each type of policy frame. A one unit increase in risk aversion does not
appear to influence attitudes toward unionization, regardless of the nature of the policy
frame. Rather as we see in Table 6, it is at very high levels of risk aversion that
individuals become highly susceptible to policy frames. Information framed in terms of
probable losses, significantly reduce support for unionization among the risk averse,
while information framed in terms of potential gains appears to increase support.

Figure 3. Marginal Effect of Dispositional Risk Aversion on Unionization
Support (95% CI)
Risk aversion appears to make individuals highly receptive to policy frames
concerning the potential gains or probable losses due to unionization. When given a
gains oriented frame, risk averse individuals become increasingly supportive of
unionization, and when given a losses frame they become less supportive. In contrast,
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highly risk acceptant individuals are simply less inclined to support unionization
regardless of whether they are given a gains or losses frame. Figure 4 shows the
expected values for the dependent variable (change in unionization support) across each
value of risk orientation by the type of policy frame given. Positive values denote an
increase in unionization support while negative values indicate that support for
unionization has decreased.
Here we see strong support for Hypothesis 1, which predicted that risk averse
individuals will increase their support for unionization after being presented with gains
related information about unions. This is supported across all values of risk aversion
(i.e. values of 4-6). 5 Notably, there is some support in Figure 4 for Hypothesis 2, which
predicts that risk acceptant individuals will decrease their support for unionization
following exposure to a losses frame. While the highest value of risk acceptance (0) is
not significantly associated with reduced support following a losses frame, there is
evidence for Hypothesis 2 among the lower levels of risk acceptance (values of 1-2).
There is no support for Hypothesis 3, which expects that risk averse individuals
will be no more or less likely to support unionization following a losses frame (i.e. a
frame that is inconsistent with their disposition). In fact, risk averse individuals given
losses frames are among the most likely to reduce their support for unionization, a
finding that runs counter to expectation. Hypothesis 4, however, is strongly supported.
In Hypothesis 4, risk averse individuals are not expected to increase or decrease support
for unions when given a gains frame (i.e. a frame that is inconsistent with their

5

Ehrlich and Maestas (2010) use the midpoint of the risk orientation scale to denote risk neutrality.

Values of 0-2 denote varying levels of risk acceptance while values of 4-6 indicate increasing risk aversion.
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disposition). This expectation is support in Figure 4, as the confidence intervals for the
expected values all include zero, indicating statistical insignificance.
In short, we see if Figure 4 that dispositionally risk averse individuals are highly
receptive to policy frames, increasing their support for unionization when it is framed as
a means to potential games and reducing their support when it is framed as a probable
loss. Previous studies have found that risk averse individuals are more likely than risk
acceptant individuals to perceive themselves as being exposed to risk (Milita, Bunch,
and Yegenah 2018). Thus, it is possible that when a risk averse individual receives
information about unions framed in terms of probable gains, they becomes more
supportive in hopes of improving their employment prospects. In contrast, risk
acceptant individuals may be receptive to frames that are consistent with their
disposition but may ignore information that is inconsistent with their disposition.

CONCLUSION
The formation and solution for graduate student unionization are primarily matters of
individual perception, judgment, or preference. As such, traditional approaches to the
study of unionization, which overwhelmingly emphasize on institutional and structural
issues, such as party identification and social stratification (Newman and Kane 2017;
Ahlquist 2017; Beland and Unel 2018), do not add much explanatory value to our
understanding of individual behavioral outcomes inside the unionization process. To
address this gap, more works in political science and public policy in recent decades
have started focusing on the role of personality in shaping policy preference (Lane 1955;
Caprara et. al. 2006; Verhulst et. al. 2012; Wang 2016). Our study builds on this
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literature and elaborates how micro-level dispositional and situational factors affect our
policy preferences or political choices.
Broadly, our results suggest that dispositional and situational risk orientation
both contribute to variations in policy preference or political choice among individuals.
Furthermore, dispositional and situational risk orientation interact with each other to
shape decision-making outcomes. Particularly, we find broad support for our
hypotheses suggesting that policy frames (i.e., the situation) can augment or undermine
dispositional risk orientation depending upon whether they align with or contradict to
individual dispositions.
In short, this study provides further empirical evidence for the interaction effect
between dispositional and situational risk orientation in shaping individual policy
preference or political choice. Consistent with recent studies investigating the
moderating effect of risk orientation to the relationship between policy framing and
preference (Ehrlich and Maestas 2010; Milita et. al. 2018), our study extends this
finding, as well as behavioral political analysis, to the understanding of unionization.
Additionally, our single-item measurement of risk orientation, adapted from Maestas
and Pollock (2010), once again illustrates the validity and reliability of such an approach
in assessing affect and emotion.
This study, which utilizes both a within and between-subjects design, does
randomly assign the treatment, which is a prerequisite for establishing internal validity.
However, it is important to acknowledge the limitations of the convenience sampling.
Identical to the “WEIRD” (Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic)
problem exhibited in other major studies in social and political psychology (Henrich,
Heine, and Norenzayan 2010). That is, (i) our sample has self-selected into the study
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and (ii) is not representative of the population of interest (all students potentially about
to be affected, directly or indirectly, by a unionization vote). These two sizable data
problems limit the generalizability of the findings.
Future work will consider obtaining a nationally representative sample rather
than relying on a student convenience sample. For instance, online surveys such as
Amazon’s mTurk can be a cost-effective option, though mTurk samples are still plagued
by the problem of self-selection into the survey. Ideally, agencies and collaborative
research programs, such as Survey Sampling International (SSI) or Time-Sharing
Experiments for the Social Sciences (TESS), can provide a near representative sample.
Additionally, it is also beneficial for future research to expand the scope of the study and
investigate whether the risk mechanism shaping opinion on graduate student
unionization equally applies to other industries such as manufacturing, university
faculty, or primary education teaching.
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